
NUCLEAR 
PHYSICS



It i th t d f l d itIt is the study of nucleus and its 
properties. It is tiny sphere of nearly 

F ione Fermi.
Nucleus of an element is represented by ZXA

Where,
A = mass number (protons + neutrons)

A - Z = N no of neutrons  
(p )

Z = atomic number ( no. of protons)
235UEx. 92U

Z 92 A 235 & N 235 92 143Z=92,A=235 & N=235-92=143



Nuclear size 
Assuming nucleus to be spherical
V α A   i.e: R3 α A

uc ea s e

R=RoA1/3 Ro = 1.2 Fermi
Q: Calculate Nuclear size given A = 64     

A=64 , R=1.2x641/3 = 1.2 x (43)1/3

=1 2x4=4 8 Fermi

g

• Nuclear charge: It is the total charge of 

=1.2x4=4.8 Fermi

g g
the protons in the nucleus q=+Ze where 

t i d l t hz=atomic no and e= elementary charge.



• Nuclear mass M: It is due to the mass 
of the protons and neutrons in the   
nucleus M=Z mp +(A-Z) mn

mp=mass of the proton
mn=mass of the neutron.

• Nuclear density: Its of order of 
2 7 1017k / 3

n mass of the neutron.

2.7x1017kg/m3

• Nuclear density is independent of 
mass no A



Nuclear spin: The vector sum of 
(S)the intrinsic spin(S) and orbital 

angular momentum (L) of all theangular momentum (L) of all the 
nucleons is the total angular 
momentum of the nucleus(J) 
which is known as Nuclear spinwhich is known as Nuclear spin. 



Atomic Mass Unit (amu):

The nuclear mass and mass of sub 
atomic particles are measured inatomic particles are measured in 
terms of atomic mass unit. 

1 amu = 1/12 th of the mass of the 
C-12 isotope.
Question. S.T 1amu=931Mev.
We have E=mc2

1amu= 1.66x10-27kg
Where c = 2 9979x108 m/sWhere c = 2.9979x108 m/s



Energy equivalent of mass 1 amu isEnergy equivalent of mass 1 amu is 
given by E=(1amu) c2

27 8 2=(1.66x10-27 )(2.9979x108 )2

=14.93x10-11  J
but 1eV=1.6x10-19 J

Therefore 1amu= 931MevTherefore 1amu= 931MevIn amu, 
the mass of proton   = 1.007852amu p

mass of neutron = 1.008665amu



Einstein's mass energy relation:gy

According to Einstein's special 
theory of relativity mass andtheory of relativity, mass and 
energy are interconvertable.

The energy equivalent of mass is 
given by E=mc2 where c is the g y
velocity of light in vacuum



Einstien explains E = mc2

It followed from the special theory of relativity that 
mass and energy are both but different gy
manifestations of the same thing. A somewhat 
unfamiliar conception for the average mind. p g
Furthermore the equation E=mc2 , in which energy 
is put equal to mass, multiplied by square of the p q , p y q
velocity of light showed that very small amounts of 
mass may be converted into very large amount of y y g
energy and vice versa. The mass and energy were 
infact equivalent. This was demonstrated by q y
Cockcroft and Walter in 1932, experimentally. 



Nuclear forces: It is the force 

which binds the nucleons togetherwhich binds the nucleons together.

Characteristics of nuclear forces.

It is the strongest of all forces

It is the short range force.

It is charge independentIt is charge independent.



It is spin dependentIt is spin dependent.

It Is a non central force.It Is a non central force.

It is an exchange force. The 

particles exchanged b/w 

the nucleons are “pions”.



Mass defect (∆m)Mass defect (∆m)
The mass of a nucleus M is 

l l th th falways less than the sum of 
the masses of its nucleons.
The difference in mass of a 
nucleus and the total mass ofnucleus and the total mass of 
its nucleons is called the 
mass defect.
∆m=Zmp + (A-Z) mn- M∆m Zmp  (A Z) mn M



Binding energy
It i th i l t fIt is the energy equivalent of 
mass defect.
Binding energy E=∆mc2

It is the energy which keeps the 
nucleons inside the nucleusnucleons inside the nucleus 
together.



Specific binding energy:

= binding energy

Specific binding energy is a measure of

=  binding energy 
per nucleon.

Specific binding energy is a measure of 
stability of an atom. Greater the binding 
energy per nucleon greater will be theenergy per nucleon, greater will be the 
stability.
Fe has the highest binding energy perFe,has the highest binding energy per 
nucleon of 8.8 Mev. which makes it 
most stablemost stable
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Packing fraction                      
M = atomic mass
A = mass number
Packing fraction is zero for C-12Packing fraction is zero for C 12
Negative packing fraction for A b/w 
20 and 200.20 and 200.
Positive for elements having A>200. 
Atoms with negative packing fractionAtoms with negative packing fraction
are more stable than those with
positive packing fraction.positive packing fraction.



Nuclear models:
To explain the properties of 
the nucleusthe nucleus.
1. Liquid drop model
2. Collective model
3 I d d t ti l d l3. Independent particle model.
Liquid drop model is based on the 
idea that nucleons and a liquid drop 
h b f tihave number of common properties.



Magic numbers 
Nucleus is highly stable when 
the number of protons orthe number of protons or 
number of neutrons in it is equal 
to 2,8,20,50,82  and 126.These

b k inumbers are known as magic 
numbers.numbers.



C i f iConversion of mass into energy.
Annihilation of matter.

positronp

energy

electron



Conversion of energy into massConversion of energy into mass.
(Pair Creation)

It is the opposite of annihilationIt is the opposite of annihilation 
process. A gamma ray photon with 
sufficiently high energy collidessufficiently high energy collides 
with a nucleus to create an
electron positron pairelectron-positron pair.

positron
energy

electron



Nuclear fission
It’s a phenomenon in which a 
heavy nucleus splits up into 
two lighter nuclei of 
comparable masses.

92U235  +  0n1
56Ba142 + 36Kr91 + 30n1 +  E(200Mev)

The secondary neutrons produced during
Secondary neutrons

The secondary neutrons produced during 
this reaction further producesfission.This 
is called chain reactionis called chain reaction



N l t It i d i iNuclear reactor: It is a device in 
which energy is generated by 

t ll d fi i ticontrolled fission reaction.
Parts of nuclear reactor
Nuclear fuel:  Usually U-235 or Pu-239
Moderator: It slows down the fast 
moving  secondary neutrons 
produced during fission.p g
Ex. Heavy water , graphite are 

used for this purpose.used for this purpose.



Control rods: Controls the rate of 
the fission  reaction. Cadmium and 
boron rods are used for this purpose.
Coolant: Absorbs the heat generatedCoolant: Absorbs the heat generated 
during fission reaction.
Ex: heavy water.Ex: heavy water.
Safety system:
It’s a thick concrete wall aroundIt s a thick concrete wall around
the reactor for protection from 
radiationsradiations.



N l f iNuclear fusion.
It’s a process of combining two p g
lighter nuclei to form a single 
Nucleus It takes place at veryNucleus.It takes place at very 
high temperature. 
Stars generate energy because 
of nuclear fussion reaction.of nuclear fussion reaction. 

1H3 + 1H2
2He4 + 0n1 + E (17.6MeV)



Distinguish b/w nuclear g
fission and fusion

Nuclear fission Nuclear fusionNuclear fission
1. It’s a process of 

Nuclear fusion
1. Its a process of   

splitting nucleus 
into two lighter 

combining two 
lighter nuclei into 

nuclei.
2 Energy released

g
a single nucleus.

2 Energy released2. Energy released  
per nucleon is 
less

2. Energy released  
per nucleon is 

less more.



3 It t k l t 3 It t k l t3. It takes place at 
low temperature.

4 P d t

3. It takes place at 
very high 
temperature4. Products are 

radioactive and 
harmfull

temperature.
4. Products are 

harmless and itsharmfull.
5. It forms the 

principle of

harmless and its 
pure energy.

5 It forms theprinciple of 
atomic bomb.

6 reaction rate can

5. It forms the 
principle behind 
hydrogen bomb.6. reaction rate can  

be controlled.
hydrogen bomb.

6. Reaction rate can  
not be controlled.not be controlled.



Calculate the binding energy of anCalculate the binding energy of an 

alpha particle from the following data 

in Mev.Given,

f h li t 4 00260mass of helium atom = 4.00260 amu

mass of neutron = 1.008665amuass o eut o 008665a u

mass of proton  = 1.007825amu.



Soln: an α-particle (He nuclei) 
i t f 2 t d 2 tconsists of 2 protons and 2 neutrons.

Mass defect,∆m= zmp+(A-Z)mn-Mp ( ) n

=2x1.007825+2x1.008665-4.00260
=4 03298 4 00260=4.03298-4.00260
=0.03038 amu   but 1amu = 931Mev
BE = 0.03038x931 Mev
= 28 28 Mev is the binding energy= 28.28 Mev  is the binding energy



Calculate the energy released inCalculate the energy released in 

Kwh when 0.2kg Of U 235 e 0 g O U 35

undergoes fission completely. 

given the energy released per 

fission is 200Mev.



Soln: Given,mass of U-235,  

m = 0.2kg=200g

Energy released per fission (atom)  

= 200Mev

= 200x106x1.6x10-19=320x10-13J 200x10 x1.6x10 320x10 J



235g of U 235 contains 6 023x1023atoms235g of U-235 contains 6.023x1023atoms
200g of u-235 contains,

Total energy released by 200g of U-235 
= 5.126 x 1023 x 3.2 x 10-11 = 1.64 x 1013J

1 Kwh = 1000x 3600J1 Kwh  1000x 3600J
= 3.6 x 106J



RadioactivityRadioactivity



Radioactivity is a process of 
spontaneous disintegration of a 
heavy unstable nucleus with theheavy unstable nucleus with  the 
emission of α rays, β rays and
γ raysγ rays. 
Nuclear instability and high value 

f b f tof number of protons or 
neutrons leads to radioactivity.



Properties of alpha rays

• can be deflected by• can be deflected by 
electric and magnetic field. 

• its penetrating power is   
small.

• it is doubly positively charged 
helium nucleus. 

• it has high ionizing power.



Properties of beta particles.ope t es o beta pa t c es

• Penetrating power is about 1000
times more than alpha particle.

• They get deflected by both 

• Ionizing power is about1/100 
f

electric and magnetic field. 

They consist of electrons   
times of alpha particle. 

or  positrons.

• They have a nuclear origin.They have a nuclear origin. 



Properties of Gamma particlesProperties of Gamma particles.

• ionizing power is less than 1/100  
times of beta particles and  
1/10,000 times of alpha particles. 

• penetrating power is 10,000 times 
more than alpha particles. 

• they produce photoelectric effect  
and Compton effect.p

• they are not deflected by electric 
and magnetic field.g



Soddy’s group displacement laws.Soddy s g oup d sp ace e t a s
1st law: When the nucleus of an 
radioactive element emits α- particle , p ,
the new element (daughter nuclei) 
formed has an atomic number 
d d b 2 it d bdecreased by 2 units and mass number 
decreased by 4 units than the parent 
element The daughter nuclei falls twoelement . The daughter nuclei falls two 
places to the left of the parent element 
in the periodic table.p

ZXA α - decay   z-2YA-4 + 2He4 (α – particle) 

U238 d Th234 H 4
92U238 α – decay  90Th234 + 2He4



• 2nd Law: when the nucleus of a2nd Law:  when the nucleus of a 
radioactive element emits a beta 
particle , the new element formedparticle , the new element formed 
has an atomic number increased 
by one unit but the mass numberby one unit but the mass number 
remains unchanged . The daughter 
element falls one place to the rightelement falls one place to the right 
of the parent element in the 
periodic table.periodic table.
ZXA β - decay Z+1YA +  -1eO

90Th234 β - decay 91Pa234 +  -1e0



Radioactive Decay Lawy
Accordingly the rate of 
disintegration of a radioactive g
element at any instant  is directly 
proportional to the number of p p
atoms present at that instant. 

i ei.e.

11

- ve sign shows that the number of
atoms decreases with time.



2

where c is the constant of integrationwhere c is the constant of integration. 
At t=0,

3



From equations 1 and 2From equations 1 and 2

NO

Time



We have if

Decay constant:

then

We have , if 

then



Decay constant is definedDecay constant is defined 
as the reciprocal of the time 
during which the number of 
atoms in a radioactiveatoms in a radioactive 
sample reduces to 37% of 
its initial number.



H lf lif It i d fi d th tiHalf life: It is defined as the time 
taken for half the number of atoms 
t di i t t

We have 1
to disintegrate.

Where = number at t=0 (initial)
From definition of Half LifeFrom definition of Half Life, 



Taking log on both sides, 
N

0
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Note:Note: 
If No is the number of radioactive 
atoms initially (t=0) and N is aatoms initially (t=0) and N is a 
number of readioactive atoms at a 
time ‘t’ then after ‘n’ half life’stime ‘t’, then after ‘n’ half life’s 

If M is the mass of a radioactiveIf Mo is the mass of a radioactive 
sample initially (t=0) and M is a mass 
at a time ‘t’ then after ‘n’ half life’sat a time ‘t’, then after ‘n’ half life’s 



Activity: The activity of a Activity: The activity of a 
radioactive substance is  the 

fnumber of radioactive 
substance disintegrating per g g p
second.
If A i th i ti l ti it fIf Ao is the intial activity of a 
radio active sample and A is the 
activity at a time ‘t’ then after ‘n’ 
half life’shalf life’s 



Mean Life:
Mean life , = sum of the life time of all the nuclei

total number of nuclei.

Mean Life:

Relation b/w half life and mean life:Relation b/w half life and mean life:

=
Units of radioactivity:

SI unit of radioactivity is Becquerel (Bq)SI unit of radioactivity is Becquerel (Bq)
1 Bq = one disintegration per second.



A tifi i l di ti it i d dArtificial radioactivity or induced 
radioactivity:
The phenomenon by which a non 
radioactive element can be made 
radioactive artificially is called 
induced radioactivity.

5B10 + 2He4
7N13 + 0n1

7N13          
6C13 + 1e0



Radio isotopes:
Uses of radio isotopes:

Radio isotopes:

• to control pests in agriculture.
• to preserve grains, vegetables   

for longer period.
• in treating skin cancer.
• to determine the age of 

archeological and geological  
specimens. 

Isotopes of an element which are 
di ti ll d di i tradioactive are called radio isotopes.



Biological effects of radiation:Biological effects of radiation:

Exposure to radiation can causeExposure to radiation can cause

• Damage to tissues permanently

• may damage reproductive cells.

• may lead to leukemia.



R di ti l h ld b t d
Safety measures:

• Radioactive samples should be stored 
in thick walled lead containers.

• Safety precautions including wearingy p g g
of safety dresses shall be strictly 
followed while working in radiationfollowed while working in radiation 
environment.



1. The atomic weight of a radium is1. The atomic weight of a radium is 
226. It is observed that
α particles are emitted per secondα particles are emitted per second 
from 1 gram of Radium. Calculate 
th h lf lif f dithe half life of radium.



No. of atoms in 226 gms of 
Radium = 

No of atoms in 1 gm of RadiumNo. of atoms in 1 gm of Radium 



Activity of Radium , A

Half life 



Half life 



2.  The half life of a radio active   
element iselement is
Calculate its decay constant and 
mean lifemean life.

Given, ,

Mean life τ (tau)( )



H lf lifHalf life



ELEMENTARY 
PARTICLESPARTICLES.



The particles which can not be 
made up of something else aremade up of something else are 
called Elementary particles.

Based on the nature of interactions, 
l t ti l l ifi delementary particles are classified 

into
1. Leptons 2. Hadrons



Leptons: They participate inLeptons:  They participate in 
weak interactions have no 

t t d i l d ti lstructure and includes particles 
having mass less than pions
Example.
1. electron and electron neutrino
2.  Muon and muon-neutrino
3 Tauon and tuaon neutrino3.  Tauon and tuaon neutrino .
Note: There is an anti-particle   

associated with every particleassociated with every particle  



τ− 

Particles and
Anti particles p
of leptons

All leptons have a spin equalAll leptons have a spin equal 
to ½ and are therefore 
f ifermions.



HadronsHadrons.

These are the particles whichThese are the particles which 
participate in strong interactions.
Hadrons are further classified as 
Mesons and baryons.Mesons and baryons.

Hadrons have further structure 
made up of quarks.



Mesons. 

They have masses between 

electron and proton.

Have zero or integral spins.

Ex.pions ,kaons and ŋ- particles.



Baryons.Baryons. 

They have masses equal to or 
greater than that of a proton.

They have non-integral values ofThey have non-integral values of 
spin (1/2 or 3/2). All baryons other 
than proton and neutron are calledthan proton and neutron are called 
hyperons. 

Ex for hyperons are lambda(λ), 
sigma, xi.sigma, xi.



Neutrino hypothesis:
According to Pauli, when a neutron 
Neutrino hypothesis:
According to Pauli, when a neutron cco d g to au , e a eut o
in a nucleus disintegrates into a 
proton and electron (β-particles)

cco d g to au , e a eut o
in a nucleus disintegrates into a 
proton and electron (β-particles)proton and electron (β-particles) 
another particle called 
‘antineutrino’ is also emitted

proton and electron (β-particles) 
another particle called 
‘antineutrino’ is also emitted‘antineutrino’     is also emitted.
Which accounts for the missing 
‘antineutrino’     is also emitted.
Which accounts for the missing 
energy and momentum.energy and momentum.



Similarly when a proton decaysSimilarly when  a proton decays 

into neutron and positron  with p

neutrino.



Quarks.

Elementary particles having 
fractional electronic charges.fractional electronic charges.

Quark model

Accordingly a baryon is made up 
of three quarks.o t ee qua s

Up quark (u) +2/3e

Down quark (d) -1/3e

St k ( ) 1/3Strange quark (s) -1/3e



Remaining three quarks are g q

charm (c) ,top quark (t) and 

bottom quark (b)

Quark model of proton is (u u d)

d t i (d d )and a neutron is (d d u).



Quark combination of proton is 

d d it h iup, up, down and its charge is

+2/3e + 2/3e - 1/3e = e+2/3e + 2/3e - 1/3e = e

Quark model of a neutron is up, Q p,

down,down and its charge is 

+2/3 e - 1/3e - 1/3e = 0



Solid State 
Electronics:Electronics: 



S lid t t l t iSolid state electronics: 
It’s a branch which deals with 

i d t d isemiconductor devices.
Classification of solids on the basis 

f b d thof band theory .
Depending on the energy gap b/w 

l b d d d tivalence band and conduction 
band,solids are classified as follows.
1 C d t A lid i hi h1. Conductors: Are solids in which 

valence band and conduction 
b d lband overlap.



Conduction band
overlap
Valence band
overlap

The valence band and conduction 
band overlap Therfore there is noband overlap. Therfore there is no 
Forbidden band hence electrons are 
available even at low temperaturesavailable even at low temperatures.
Its conductivity is high.



S i d tSemiconductors:

They have small energy gap at 0kThey  have small energy gap at 0k 

the valence band is completely p y

filled and Conduction band is 

completely empty, hence it acts   

as a insulator at low temperature.



While at room temperature electronsWhile at room temperature electrons 
are available in the conduction Band 
hence conduction takes placehence conduction takes place.
Its conductivity lies b/w insulator 
and conductorand conductor.
Ex. germanium,silicon,etc.

Conduction band
Energy gap~1eV

Valence band
The energy gap of a germanium ~0 72The energy gap of a germanium ~0.72 
eV and for silicon ~1.1eV



Insulators: The energy gap betweenInsulators: The energy gap between 
conduction band and valence band is
very high The electrons in valencevery high. The electrons in valence 
band require lot of energy to jump 
from Valence band to conductionfrom Valence band to conduction
band.Hence insulators do not conduct.

Conduction band

Energy gap is high 6eV

Valence band

Energy gap is high~6eV

Valence band



Types of semicondustorsypes o se co dusto s
Intrinsic type semiconductor      Extrinsic type semiconductor

1. It is a pure    1 Its a semiconductorp
semiconductor 

2. Number of holes 
equal

1. Its a semiconductor 
doped with impurities

2. Number holes and equal
Number of electrons.

3. Its conductivity is   
elctrons are not equal.

3. Conductivity depends y
very low and depends  
on temperature.

4 Conductivity is both

on temperature and 
Also on impurities.

4 C d ti it i i l4. Conductivity is both 
due to Electrons and 
holes.

4. Conductivity is mainly 
due to majority 
Charge carriersCharge carriers.



Extrinsic semiconductors 
are of t o t pes

1. It is a sc doped with 
n-type semiconductor

1. It is a sc doped with 
P-type semiconductor

are of two types.

p
trivalent impurities

2. Holes are majority 

p
pentavalent impurities

2. electrons are majority 
h i dcharge carriers and

Electrons minority.  
charge carriers and 
Holes are minority 
carriers. 

3. The impurity atom is 
called acceptor impurity         

4 d ti it i l

3. the impurity atom is 
called donar impurity.

4 C d ti it i4. conductivity is less.
5. Energy Level of the 

impurity atom is close

4. Conductivity is more. 
5. Energy Level of the 

impurity atom is closeimpurity atom is close 
to valence band

impurity atom is close 
to conduction band



P-n junction or semiconductor diode.
It’s a junction formed b/w p-type sc 
and n-type sc such that the crystal 
remains continous at the boundary 
is called p-n junction.

Biasing a p-n junction
+       -

Biasing a p n junction

The process of applying an external 
potential difference across the PN 
junction is called biasing.



There are two types of biasing a
PN junction
There are two types of biasing a
PN junctionPN  junction.
1. Forward biasing   2. Reverse biasing
PN  junction.
1. Forward biasing   2. Reverse biasing

DEPLETION REGIONDEPLETION REGIONDEPLETION REGIONDEPLETION REGION

PP NN PP NN



FORWARD BIASING:FORWARD BIASING:

When the positive terminal of the 

battery is connected to the P-side 

d th ti T i l t Nand the negative Terminal to N-

side, it is called forward biasing.s de, t s ca ed o a d b as g



The external potential opposes theThe external potential opposes the 

inernal potential of the PN junction.

As a Result the internal potential 

barrier decreases,width of depletion 

region decreases If the externalregion decreases. If the external 

potential is increased beyond a value,

the PN junction starts conducting 

Heavily.



Current flow from p-side to n-side in 

forward bias and it is due to both 

j it h i llmajority charge carriers as well as 

minority charge carriers. In forwardminority charge carriers. In forward 

bias the resistance of the PN 

junction is very low. 



Reverse biasingReverse biasing.
If the p side is connected to negative 
terminal and n side is connected to 
positive Terminal, the PN junction ispositive Terminal, the PN junction is 
reverse bias. The applied field 
supports the barrier potential as a 
result the width of the depletion p
region increases; also the internal 

t ti l b i ipotential barrier increases. 



Hence no current flows across theHence no current flows across the 

junction however due to minority 

charge carriers a small current will 

flow and is known as reverse current 

or leakage current Thus a pnor leakage current. Thus a pn 

junction in reverse bias offers more 

resistance.



Rectifier.
It l t i d i hi hIts an electronic device which 
converts AC into DC.The co e ts C to C e
process is called rectification.
Unidirectional conducting 
property of p-n junction isproperty of p-n junction is 
used in rectification.



It’s a device which
Half wave rectifier.

It s a device which 
converts only half cycles 
of AC into DCof AC into DC.



An Ac voltage to be rectified isAn Ac voltage to be rectified is 
applied to primary of the 
transformer.A diode and a load 
resistor R is connectedresistor  RL is connected.
During the positive half cycle of the 
AC input A is positive and diode is 
forward biased and it conducts theforward biased and it conducts.the 
output appears across…..



D i th ti h lf l fDuring the negative half cycle of 
the AC input A is negative. The diode p g
D is reverse biased and it does not 

d t Th t t ltconducts. Thus no output voltage 
appears across load resistor.pp
The diode conducts only during 

f f Cpositive half cycle of AC and hence 
it acts as a half wave rectifier.



Full wave rectifier.
It’s a device which converts 
the whole of AC into DC.



An voltage to be rectified is appliedAn voltage to be rectified is applied 
to the primary coil P during the 
positive half  Cycle  of the AC input,  
A is positive and the diode D1 isA is positive and the diode D1 is 
forward biased and D2 is reverse 
bi d A lt D d tbiased. As a result D1 conducts 
while  D2 does not. 
Hence a current flows through RL 

.



During the negative half cycles of thDuring the negative half cycles of th 
AC input A is negative and the diode     
D1 is reverse biased and D2 is 
forward biased as a result D2forward biased as a result D2 

conducts while D1 does not.
Thus during both the half cycles of 
AC input, current through RL flows p , g L

in the same direction. Hence output 
voltage is unidirectionalvoltage is unidirectional.



LED 
Light emmiting diode is a diodeLight emmiting diode is a diode 
which converts electrical energy
i t li htinto light energy.

They are used asy
1. Seven segment displays in clocks,

calculatorscalculators.
2. In optical fibre communication.



Photodiode.
It’s a device which converts lightIt s a device which converts light 
energy into electrical energy. Its 
generally is in Reverse biasedgenerally is in Reverse biased 
condition.

Photodiodes are used in
1. Switching circuitsg
2. In optical communication.
3 In solar cells solar panels etc3. In solar cells,solar panels etc.



Transistor:
A transisitor is a three terminal two 
junction semiconducting device.The 
basic action of a transistor is to 
amplify a weak signal into a strong 
signal(amplification).Two p-n 
junctions are present in a transistor.



Types of transistorTypes of transistor
npn transistor. pnp transistor.

1. Its obtained by 
sandwiching a p-type  

1.  It is obtained by  
sandwiching a ntype

sc b/w two n-type sc. 

2. The conventional 

b/w two p-type sc
2. The conventional     

emmiter current flows 
from base to emitter.

emmiter current 
flows from emitter  
to basefrom base to emitter.

3. Electrons are majority 
charge carriers

to base.
3. holes are majority   

charge carriers.charge carriers. charge carriers.



QUESTION:
How is emitter region different
from from collector region?
Emitter is heavly doped than the 
collector and emitter is forward 
biased with the base whereas 
collector is  reverse biased with 
base.
What is an amplifier?
It’s a device used to amplify
(amplitude) the input ac signal.



DIGITAL ELECTRONICS



LOGIC GATE; it’s a device which 
performs logical operations.It has 
one or more inputs and only one 
output.

BASIC LOGIC GATES’
Output,Y=A.B

1.  And gate



2. OR gate.

OUTPUT, Y=A+B

3 NOT gate3. NOT gate.

A AA A



4 NAND gate It is called as4. NAND gate. It is called as 
universal gate because any logic 
gate can be constructed by usinggate can be constructed by using 
NAND gate.

OUT PUT,Y=A.B



5 NOR GATE5. NOR GATE.

OUT PUT, Y=A+B 

Y



Uses of logic gatesUses of logic gates
1.  In memory devices
2.  In automatic watering systems.

Half adder:
Is a logic circuit that can g

add two binary digits at a time.

CarryA
Half adder

SumB



Full adder;u adde ;
It’s a logic circuit that can add three 
binary digits at a time. A,B and C are y g ,
the Three inputs and carry and sum 
are the two outputs.p

AA

B
Carry

Full adder
C Sum

Full adder



SOFT CONDENSED 
MATTER PHYSICS



Soft condensed matter physicsSoft condensed matter  physics 
is the study of behavior of fluids, 
liquid Crystals polymers colloidsliquid Crystals, polymers, colloids 
and emulsions.
Liquid crystals: are the class ofLiquid crystals: are the class of 
materials intermediate b/w the 
di d d t tdisordered state
(liquids )and ordered 
state (crystals)
of matter.



Major classification of Liquid    j q
crystals 

1 Thermotropicliquid crystals:1.Thermotropicliquid crystals:
which are obtained by heating 
solids or through thermalsolids or through thermal 
process.

2 L i li id l2. Lyotropic liquid crystals:
which are obtained by   
dissolving certain crystals 
in suitable solutions.in suitable solutions.



Types of thermo tropic 

liquid crystals.

1 Nematic liquid crystals1. Nematic liquid crystals

2 Cholesteric liquid2. Cholesteric liquid 

crystals and y

3. Smectic liquid crystals.



A li ti f li id t lApplications of liquid crystals.

Liquid crystals are usedLiquid crystals are used

1. In LCD such as watch, TV,1. In LCD such as watch, TV, 
calculator, computers etc

2. In preparations of polarizer's.
3 In medicine for the detection3. In medicine for the detection 

of tumors.



4. Electro optical devices.
5 A d i t ti d i5. Aerodynamic testing and in 

fluid mechanics.
LCD (liquid crystal displays)
They are used in LCD 
monitors,LCD projector,LCDmonitors,LCD projector,LCD 
screen in TV etc.



Emulsions: Are colloidal 

l ti i hi h b th di dsolutions in which both dispersed 

phase and dispersion medium arephase and dispersion medium are 

liquids. They are liquid in liquid q y q q

compositions.

Ex. Milk ,butter, cold cream. Etc…



Classification of emulsionsClassification of emulsions
1. Oil in water emulsions:

The dispersed phase is oil andThe dispersed phase is oil and   
dispersion medium is water.
Ex. milk, hair cream, vanishing   
cream etc…..

2. Water in oil emulsions:
The dispersed phase is waterThe dispersed phase is water 
and the dispersion medium is 
oil Ex butter cold cream etcoil. Ex. butter, cold cream etc….



GELSGELS
Gels are colloidal system in 
which the dispersed phase is a 
liquid and the dispersion mediumliquid and the dispersion medium 
is solid. They are 'liquids in 

lid ’ itisolids’ compositions.
Ex. creams, lipsticks, gelatin, , p , g ,

gel toothpastes.



Uses of gels:Uses of gels:
1. As cultural media for micro  

iorganisms.
2. For drying organic liquids. 

FOAMS:
Foams are colloidal systems inFoams are colloidal systems in 
which the dispersed phase is a 
gas and the dispersion medi mgas and the dispersion medium 
is a liquid.



They are ‘gas in liquid’        

compositions.

Ex.  Ice cream, carbonated soft 

drinks, soap lather, froth 

etcetc.


